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Abstract-ln[ I] Laguerre’s method has been extended to determine all simple roots of a polynomial 
together with error bounds at each iteration step. In this paper we extend the previous algorithm to multiple 
complex roots and show that, also in this case, the convergence rate is of order four. Some numerical 
examples illustrate the theoretical results. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let P(z) be the given polynomial of degree N with K distinct zeros &, &, . . . , SK of 
multiplicities rq, v2, . . . , uK respectively. The initial approximations are represented by K r 2 
disjoint disks r\“‘, r$“‘, . . . , r’$), with & E ri”‘, k = 1,2,. . . , K. At the mth iteration we denote 
by zp’ the center and by l irn) the radius of rim,” and identify rim’ by the parametric notation 
rp = {2p; pm)). 
we also define 
e(m) = max eim); 
IskrK 
pCm) =min{lzl: zezZ”‘- r-y}. 
k#i 
P (m) expresses a measure of the separation of the disks from each other at the mth iteration, 
wherem=O,l,....Wealsoset 
At this point the reader is assumed to be familiar with the operations of circular arithmetic[2]. 
For the reader’s convenience we have sketched Table 1, where we show when, having chosen 
disks as operands, we obtain a disk as the result of the corresponding mapping, and when we do 
not, and have to enlarge the mapped region in order to make it into a disk. The operations listed 
in Table 1 are those used in the algorithm presented here. For a more complete presentation, 
see [3]. 
Table I 
OPERP.TIOi-4 RESULT 
Addition of a disk t,: a scalar disk 
Hultxplication of a disk by a scalar disk 
Addition of two disks disk 
Inverse of a disk that does not 
contain the orlgln 
disk 
nultlplication of two disks region enlarged to be 
. disk 
Square root of a disk that contains region enlarged to be a 
the origin . disk 
Square root of a disk that does not two reqions each of whit 
contain the origin iS l nlatgad to bm a disk 
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2. THE BASIC IDEA 
Denoting the second Newton’s sum evaluated at point z by h(z), and remembering the 
assumption K 2 2, we can write, for the first (unknown) root 5,) 
(z - %g* = v’ 
0) - ,z2 (z $)Z. 
I 
(1) 
Relation (1) supplies two complex values as candidates for 5, when all remaining distinct zeros 
52, I39 * . . t & are known. So far z is any (arbitrary) value. If we now choose z to be an 
approximation to &, say z = z’p’, and replace the point 4 by the disk I’)“, we obtain, by the 
properties of circular arithmetic, the inclusion relation 
Before discussing (2) and its computational spect, we remark that, since z\“’ does not belong to 
any of the disks rj”‘, i = 2,3 . . , K, the disk zp) - I’$’ never contains the origin and, therefore, 
its inverse is a disk. The i&&se operation is exact; the square of (z$- I$“‘)-’ is, however, in 
general, a region enlarged to be a disk. This is the reason why the inverse operation should be 
performed before squaring, since squaring could introduce an unwanted zero into the 
denominator. Because of the initial separation of the disks I (k”) ~5~:’ is expected to be a disk of , 
small radius; it represents, as it will be shown later, a kind of correction with respect o the 
classical Laguerre’s method, and is expected to accelerate the convergence rate as in the case 
of simple zeros [l, 41. In analogy with[l] we also expect the right-hand side of (2) to supply two 
disks, one of which only will be of computational interest. 
Let now x = 1x1 eiU be the center and w the radius of the disk ~,(h(z\‘)) - L\“). If this disk 
does not contain the origin, i.e. if (xl > o, its square root is the union of two disks, say S, and 
S2, where 
S, = c V/lx(eid2; l/lxl+;wd ’ I
S2 = 
{ 
W@d2+n’; vlxI + Ttlxl _ J. 
See, for instance,[l]. S, and S2 are symmetrically located around the origin; neither S, nor S2 
contain the origin and, therefore, are disjoint. To shorten the notation, let us denote the centers 
and radii of S, and S2 follows: 
s = {Yli 7711; S2={-Y,; t7J. 
Also let, in the sequel, d denote the complex conjugate of a, and vL be min vk. 
IskaK 
We can now establish a criterion for the selection of the “proper” disk, by means of the 
following 
LEMMA 1 
If 
zl”’ f t1 
Ix/> 0 ’ (3) 
and 
VI < 
v,p”’ - (N - v,)d” 
2,co’p’o’ 9 (4) 
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then, for one disk, say S’, we have 
IP’(zp)/P(z$‘) - y,( +$+ 77, 
while for the other, SZ, we have 
together with 
N - U’ 
-+*171< 
2V’P co) - (N - V’)E@) _ 217’ 
P 
,co,p’o’ 
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(6) 9’ 
(7) 
Proof. By the properties of circular arithmetic and by (3), { v,(h(z$‘) - L\“‘)}1’2 contains both 
u’/(z\~‘- 5’) and - v’/(z\“- 5,). Since these two values are symmetrically located around the 
origin, and the two disks S’ and S2 are disjoint, one disk, say S,, contains v’/(.z~~‘- 5’) while the 
other, S,, contains - u’/(z~~’ - 5,). We then have 
JP’(zp)/P(z\“‘) - y,‘ls JP’(z\“‘)/P(z$‘) - v,/(z$‘- 5’)) + 77’ 
Similarly for SZ 
IP’(zy’)/P(z$‘) + y,J 2 (JP’(z\“‘)/P(z’p’) + v,/czP- &)I 
- IVl/(Z$‘- [I)- YJ 2 )*vll(Zl”‘- 51) + 2 vj/CZP- Sj>l - 71 
>2vl_ Jgj+Jgj+...+% 2~’ N-V, - e(O) 
P P P 
-7)t=p--- 
P 
(0) 7’ 
= 2v,p”‘- (N - Y,)c(~’ 
ECo,p’o’ - 77’. 0 
Thus we have proved (5) and (6). Figure 1 illustrates a possible configuration of S’ and S,. 
Relation (7), showing that the two embedding disks, the one containing v’/(z\~’ - &), and the 
other containing - v,/(z’p”’ - &), are separated, follows directly from (4). 
The reader may wonder how restrictive are the conditions expressed by (3) and (4): they are 
not stringent at all; in fact, in the convergence analysis we shall show that, if the sufficient 
conditions for the convergence are satisfied, then (3) and (4) follow. The reason to introduce 
Lemma 1 at this stage is to make the reader immediately aware that it is possible to establish a 
criterion for the selection of one of the two disks forming the square root of {v’(h(z$) - L\“)}. 
The previous argument can be repeated for all other disks rp’, k = 2,3, _ . . , K. The results 
of Lemma 1, “mutatis matandis”, are then valid if we replace index 1 by index k. 
3. SOME USEFUL BOUNDS 
By extending our considerations to all distinct zeros of P(z), we can represent he first 
approximation by means of the disks r’$‘, where 
(8) 
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Fig. I. Illustration of the criterion for selecting the “proper” disk of the square root. 
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b 
Rez 
THIS DISK 
with 
LIP’ = $ vj (A)‘, 
j#k 
In the sequel we shall give some upper and lower bounds aimed at proving that the denominator 
of (8) is never zero and that ef’ < et’. Here index k refers to the disk to be approximated, while 
index i refers to all other disks whose approximated locations form part of the input data in 
evaluating (8). Also, we shall denote “mid r” the center of r and “rad I”’ the radius of disk r. 
To further simplify the notation, we shall drop the index “0” for the first approximation, and set 
ck=h(Zk)-mid&; dk=rad&; k=1,2,...,K. 
We now establish the following 
LEMMA 2. 
If 
p > 3(N - V& 
then 
dk I 3(N - vkk 
P3 
bki ’ dk 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
for k = 1,2,. . . , K. 
Proof. Since i?& and all disks are disjoint, (zk - rj)-’ is a disk, and its parametric 
representation is
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By squaring (zk - Ii)-’ we obtain 
((Zk - w* = 
2l.Q - ZjJEj 
((Zk _ Zj(2 _ $)2 + ([Zk - ;; _ $)2 ’ 
with 
36, 3E 
rad((zh - ri)-‘)’ S (Izk _ zjl + Ej)(lzI _ zjl _ Ej)* S7 
and 
(10) is thus proved. 
For the centers we have 
(mid((zk - Ij)-‘)21 5 
1 1 
(Ilk - Zj) - Ej)* s 7 
[mid LkI s 9. 
An upper bound for h(z,) is now required. By splitting h(z,) as follows 
we find 
h(zk) - (zk 2&)2 --+$ J jr: (zk y,fj)2’ 
and, by (13), we obtain 
(ck(=lh(zk)-midLklrVk- 2(N - vk) 
E2 p2 
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(13) 
(14) 
(11) is thus proved. Inequality (12) can be proved in several ways: we can, for instance, bind 
(14) once more by using (9) as follows: 
Ickl L 
&p2 - 2(N - vk)e2 
E2P2 
> 9(N - VL)2vke2 - (N - vk)e* 
,2p2 
L 9( N - v~)~ - 2( N - vL) 
P2 
> 7(N - VL) 
P2 * 
Next, we majorize (10) once again and find, by (9), 
(12) then follows. 
dkcr3(N-Vk)p<3(N-VL). 
P3 P2 
cl 
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By Lemma 2 we have proved that (h(z,) - Lk) is a disk free of zeros; then its square root is 
also free of zeros and formed of two disks diametrically located about the origin. Let 
{h(zk)-LL}$* be one of the two disks forming the square root of (h(zk)-LLk). In our 
parametric notation we have 
where Us is any argument of the complex number epresenting the center of (h(zk) - ~5~). Y:“Q 
plays the role of x in Section 2; v$*dk and uk play the roles of w and u, respectively, in the 
previously mentioned section. In the sequel we shall eliminate i+ in (h(zk) - &) every time that is 
possible, and use the first form of (2): however, we have to use the second form of (2) for the 
selection of the square root. 
By inverting (15) we obtain 
({h(zk) - Lk}$*)-’ = 
q ck exp’-‘“‘*’ . 
'ck'- 
dk’ 
(%c, + g,ck, - dk)*' 
+,+&k,-ddx I dk’- ’ 
‘ck’-(~,s,+~(,ck,-d,))2 
We now have 
LEMMA 3 
Let Tk = YL’* rad {h(&) - Lk}$*. If 
p > 3(N - Q)E 
then 
and 
Proof. By (10) and (11) we get 
(16) 
(9) 
(17) 
2,+, + dk 2 2v@* - qN - &)E* 2 
E P2 
- 3(N - Vk)E = 2&+p3 - E*(N - vk)(+ + 36) 
P3 
Since, by (9), 8*(N - &#p + 3~) < 
> 
and (N - vL) 2 (N - &.) 11, we get 
2,~~’ + dk > 2p3 - (5l9)P3 = 13 
2p3 9E2 
(17) is thus proved. To derive (18), we use (IO), (17) and (9) as shown by the following steps: 
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<3(N_v,)Ev,=9(N_v,)E’v,< 
2 x 9(N - vL)*p 
__N_W-v,) N-v, p < w -(N - 4~ N - vk 
- 2P 2P --<3Ep- 2p 2P 2cp . 
cl 
The result of the last lemma shows that, if p > 3(N - v&, conditions (3) and (4) of Lemma 1 
are satisfied. This means that we can select, at least for the first approximation, the “proper” 
square-root disk. 
4. THE ALGORITHM AND THE CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERATES 
The numerical procedure consists of evaluating the successive iterates given in the form of 
disks as follows: 
(19) 
k=l,2,...,K; m=O,l,... 
The initial disks ri”’ and the multiplicites vk represent the initial input data; our final goal is now 
to show that l -)0 and m +a~. Let us start with the first iterate, i.e. with m = 1. We have 
THEOREM 1 
If p(O) > 3(N - u&(~) then 
l (,) < 3.3(N - u~)~(,(~))~ 
(P’o’)3 
(20) 
Proof. By (16) we have 
(f)=radTP’=~,ckl+u~~k,_$)X 
1 
2 
‘“l-(~,ck,+~,ck,-d,))’ 
We now estimate bounds in the denominators by using (lo), (17), and (11) as follows: 
dk dk 
dckl+ qlckl- dk) 5 d/(2)Ckl- dk) z5 
9( N - &)( l (o))2 
v13(P’“‘)3 ’ 
bkt- 
d: 
h&k/ + d/((ckj - dk)j2 1 
13Q(p’0’)6-26(N - uk)(e’“‘)2(p’0’)2-81(N- uk)2(e’0’)6 
13( E(O))2( p(O))6 
> 13r+(p’“‘)6 - 3(p’“‘)6 L 10 
13( l @))2( p O))6 13(r@‘)2 
so that 
l i,) I 9X’l3u:“(N - &)(e’“‘)4 <3.3(N - u~)~(E(‘))~ 
lo(P’“?3 (P’o’)3 . 
Since the last bound is independent of k, (20) follows. 
Next, we show that the disk separation, initially represented by the relation p(O)> 3(N - u~)E(~), 
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still exists after the first iteration, and is expressed by p”’ > 3(N - v&(“. This is the main result 
of 
THEOREM 2
If 
then 
e”’ < do’/8 
p”‘- (11/8)~‘~’ < p”’ < p”’ + (25/8)e”’ 
p”’ > 3(N - V&(” 
Proof. By virtue of (20) and (9), we immediately obtain 
(9) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
e(I) < 3.3(N - V&(0’ x (p(O))’ 
( d0’13 33(N - v~)~ 
<C 
8 * 
(22) is easily proved, since I’?’ and I’?’ have at least one point in common-the zero & Therefore 
and 
Pm 2 p’o’ - e(o) _ 3e”’ > P’O’ - (11/8)~‘~’ 
#’ I #” + 3@” + EC” < p(O) + (25/8)e”‘. 
Relation (23), which is the “key” relation to induction used in the next theorem, is proved by 
means of (9) and (22) as follows: 
P”’ 2 P’o’ - e(O) - 3e(” > e”“(3N - 3Q, - 1) - 3e”’ 
We can finally combine 
means of the following: 
THEOREM 3
If 
> 8~“‘(3iV - 3~ - 1) - 3~“) L 3(N - v&(‘)+ 10~“’ 
> 3(N - V&(“. 0 
all our partial results and assert the convergence of the iterates by 
K z 2, .zp’ # 8, and p”’ > 3(N - Q.)E’~’ (9) 
the sequence ’“’ decreases according to 
e’rn’ < 3.3(N - VL)* (P’o’ _ (1 1,,)~‘0’)3(~‘m-‘94 (24) 
form=1,2,.... 
Proof. We just apply induction. Theorems 1 and 2 basically contain the part of the proof 
relative to m = 1. Application of a recursive argument yields 
p) < p-l)/8 
p’m-‘) _ (1 l/g)e(m-” < ptrn’ < p(m-“+ (25/8)e’“-“. 
(25) 
(26) 
By applying (25) recursively to (26), we obtain more significant bounds, namely 
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P (0) - (11/7)&O’ < p(m) < p”’ + (25/7)d”’ 
and 
P ‘m) > 3(N - tq)P). 
(24) then follows. q 
4. FINAL REMARKS AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
The reader may wonder why we evaluate the square root of (h(zZ”‘) - Lim)) first and then 
evaluate the inverse; in principle the reverse order should be better, since inverting a disk is an 
exact operation while square-rooting is not. However, PIP points to one of the two disks 
whose union is the square root of (h(zim)) - L&mm,) due to the relation 
P’(Zj,“‘)/P(Zim’) = Uk/(Zim,“‘- Zk) +$, uj~Czim,“‘- 45). 
j#k 
This property would be lost if the operations were performed in the reverse order. 
If zp’ = & for some k, no further iterations are performed on the kth disk, and rim’ 
becomes a disk with center & and radius zero. 
The method has been tested in a variety of cases, some of which were taken from[5]. The 
two sample cases which we feel are of most interest o the reader are given below. The first 
example is represented by 
P(z) = z” - 2.00 z9 + 1.75 z’ - 0.882 z’ + 0.2835 z6 - 0.06072 zs 
+ 8.777 10-3z4 - 8.458 lO-4z3 + 5.204 lo-‘z* 
- 1.848 lo-“z + 2.88 lo-* 
whose factorization [5] is 
The initial disk distribution If’ is given in Table 2. After two iterations, the absolute error, 
bounded by E(*), was inferior to 3 x !O-13. 
The second example is represented by 
P(z) = z“j + (9/2 + 3 i) z” + (9/2 + 27/2 i) z14 + ( - 69/8 + 43/2 i) z13 
+ ( - 113/16 + 81/8 i) z’* + (879/16+ 621/16 i) z” 
+(l161/16+3261/16i)z’“+(-2091/16+5459/16i)z9 
+(-5847/16+2631/16i)z*+(-4367/16_2325/16i)z’ 
+(135/16-3117/16i)z6+(1869/16-723/16i)z5 
+(57+623/16i)z4+(l+27i)z3+(-9+3i)z*+(-3-3i)z-i 
Table 2. 
2 0.21 +O.Ol i 0.02 3 
3 0.31 -0.01 i 0.02 2 
4 0.41 +O.Ol i 0.02 1 
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Table 3. 
k 
r (0) 
k 
(0) 
=k 
(0) 
'k 
-1.10 
0.05-1.10 I 
0.51+0.05 i 
-0.25+0.42 i 
-0.25-0.42 i 
-1.40-1.30 i 
1.40-1.30 i 
1.40+1.30 1 
-1.40+1.30 i 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
- 
"k 
i 
whose factorization is 
P(z) = (z4 + z4)(z + l)‘(z - l/2)(2’- (1/2)3)(z + g3. 
The initial disk distribution r’/” and associated multiplicaties are given in Table 3. After two 
iterations the absolute rror, bounded by E(*), was inferior to 10-‘2. 
In a previous paper[6] we have analysed the numerical stability of the parallel Laguerre’s 
method for simple zeros. We have found that: (i) for all values of m for which the term Lirn,“’ 
remains “significant” with respect o round-off with which h(zim’) is evaluated, the convergence 
is of order four; (ii) when Li’“’ does not satisfy the previous condition, but is still “reasonably” 
bounded, then the convergence decreases to order three, as in the original Laguerre’s method. 
We conjecture that similar results hold also in the presence of multiplicites. 
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